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Dear Friends and Supporters,
2013 was an exciting year for Unitarian Universalist Community Cooperatives (UUCC) - a year
where we both grew our branches and deepened our roots. More than a full year after our June 2012
strategic planning meeting, we are well on our way toward meeting many of our five-year goals.
As a board, we have crossed off many of our one-year goals, and have made some significant headway
on our five year goals; the most exciting of which is that we are planning to purchase another
property in the near future. We rounded out this year by laying out a timeline for the purchase of our
next property, and we are excited to announce our goal of purchasing a property by April 1, 2015!
We’re thrilled by how many people have expressed interest in living at the Lucy Stone Cooperative
or in a community like it. We are committed to expanding this model of housing, so that more
people can live in intentional, faith-based community grounded in spiritual practice, sustainability,
and social change.
Our membership, the residents of the Lucy Stone Cooperative, have been busy as well. From hosting
UUCC’s annual fundraiser on site at Lucy Stone for the first time to leading a workshop at the UUA
General Assembly to installing a clothesline for sustainable summer laundry, from hosting our
neighbors for the neighborhood annual Easter Egg dying party to refining processes for housemate
selection, we have been maturing and deepening as an institution and as individuals in our
grelationships to one another and to our wider communities.
Of course, the UUCC community extends far beyond the membership of those who live in our
houses. So often it is in our connections to our wider community that remind us how interconnected
we truly are. Every time a neighbor reminds us that it is street cleaning day, every time a guest brings
a dish to share, every time we host someone from out of town that we might have only met once or
twice, we are reminded that we are a part of something larger than ourselves, and larger than this
small but mighty organization.
Our Annual Report includes some of the highlights of what we have been up to this year. It also
includes how we have made and spent money, some of the things that have inspired our gratitude,
wonder, and faith, and lots of pictures!
In faith and cooperation,
The Members and Board of the Unitarian Universalist Community Cooperatives
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Strategic Plan
In June of 2012, the membership of UUCC gathered with other community supporters for a daylong strategic planning. Lucy Stone Co-op was over a year old and was on solid ground. So we
gathered to ask ourselves about UUCC as an organization including, but also beyond, the Lucy Stone
Cooperative. We envisioned growing more cooperatives that challenged our membership and wider community to live their values. The board then gathered all the feedback from that day and put
together this list of five-year goals:
Property Growth
- own and steward multiple properties in New England
- purchase one to two properties
Branding and Communications
- Create a UUCC website
- Create a UUCC logo
- Maintain a database of contacts
- Maintain regular updates to constituents
- Develop literature and media
that tells our story
- Maintain an archive

Extended Community
- Create a structure/title for formalized
non-housemate relationships
- Nurture multiple entry points for participation
- Create a database of contacts
Financial Development
- successful refinancing of LSC
- build allied lender base
- specific financial plan for each property
- clear and sustainable financial structure
for multiple houses

Documentation
- Maintain an accessible, updated manual
- Create clear filing system and record
keeping that is secure, accessible, and
transparent
- Develop a policy about transparency
Spiritual Nourishment &
Religious Identity
- regular worship
- shared spiritual practice of the board
- articulate UUCC vision statement
- articulate shared grounding in values and
tradition of UUism
- strengthen relationship with the UUA
- continue conversations about UU identity

Skill-Building & Innovation
- solid growth and development of LSC
(house systems and property management)
- support skill development of membership

A Lucy Stone Housemate celebrates
Persian New Year

Partnerships & Networks
- continue to define and formalize relationships with
UU and co-op organizations
- foster relevant institutional partnerships for UUCC
and its communities

Governance Structure
- maintain board manual
- increase clarity of role of board
and board members
- formalize rights and responsibilities
of membership
- increase capacity, efficiency, and
sustainability of board
- write UUCC vision statement
- think intentionally about staff

Diversity
- anti-oppression resources
- work towards diversity of demographics, age,
family structure, race, economic status, and ethnicity by
partnering with diverse communities
- cultivate and initiate anti-oppressive learning and space

hearts and minds are filled with positive energy from one day @ LSC. This is surely a community
“ Ourliving
their values. We are inspired to do more in our neighborhood. ~ Peter and Julianna
”
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Organization Highlights
2013 was the first year of moving toward our strategic plan. In order to prepare for expansion to
multi-house system, the board of directors focused on building the identity and capacity of Unitarian
Universalist Community Cooperatives (UUCC) as an organization.
Some of last year’s highlights to this end included:

Created a UUCC website.
Developed a logo for UUCC
that will be replicable for future communities.
Developed literature and media that tells our story.
Defined a fluid process for property growth.
Developed a working board manual.
Housedog Polly in the
Lucy Stone garden

Clearly defined rights and responsibilities of UUCC membership.

Began conversations about growth with supporters and possible lenders.
Improved our system for organizing and securing legal and financial documents.
Gathered information for accounting and financial systems in multi-house organizations.
Articulated our grounding in UUism by adopting the 7 principles, Sources, and
Five Smooth Stones of UUism and liberal religion.
Developed leadership of and recruited new board members.
Created a capital improvements committee to expand the board capacity and
ensure our careful care-taking of our current property.
Donated 5% of fundraiser donations to partner organizations: ACE and UU Mass Action.
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2013 Accomplishments
you for being awesome neighbors and for bringing more excitement
“ Thank
to the neighborhood. It is very well appreciated. ~ The Ortega Family
”

From our Immediate family:
- we hosted our 2nd Annual MLK Day reading of “Letter
from a Birmingham Jail”. More than 40 people packed
into the living room and hallway to listen to the group
reading!
- one of our housemates organized and facilitated a Mental Health
paradigm workshop at a local cooperative business called Makeshift
- we expanded our raised garden beds from 75 square feet to 150 square
feet, providing vegetables for ourselves and plenty to share with the neighbors
- we reaped our first harvest of rich soil from our compost bins
- we organized a weekend anti-racism retreat in the Spring and funded
it partly by sharing work with our neighbors (who happen to be experienced anti-oppression workshop facilitators!).
Dewdrop on a
Lucy Stone collard green

- we continued that work in monthly small group meetings to discuss anti-oppression strategies

- we installed a clothesline in our backyard to avoid using our clothes drier in the warm months
- we helped to make a beautiful relationship celebration happen for two of our housemates!
- we overhauled our housemate selection process to better reflect our
mission and values.

‘The wonders of accepting love have made me whole.’
“Thanks
you for making my time in Boston full of love and joy. ~ Jennifer
”

Lucy Stone Housemate Nathan
singing to a lemon tree
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2013 Accomplishments (continued)
To our Extended Family:
- we hosted a Lucy Stone egg-painting party on the Friday before Easter.
We had 20 kids and 10 adults from the neighborhood and somehow no
furniture got stained!
- we played host to a Halloween party and Christmas caroling with our
wonderful neighbors

Isaiah washing a mug

- we hosted a summer neighborhood BBQ with more than 40 friends from the
neighborhood
- in the summer, we had neighbors over for family-friendly movies projected on our home-built movie
screen in the backyard
- one of our housemates organized Saturday “crafternoons” to build artwork with our neighbors
- we attended Easter suppers, house-warming parties, political forums, neighborhood meetings and
park-beautification workdays in our neighborhood.
- we also attended a peace vigil in Dudley Square following local violence in our community.
- we led a workshop at the 2013 UUA General Assembly called “Covenanted Community: Growing Our
Faith Beyond Congregations” with members of the Beloved Café.
- we hosted our annual fundraiser at our house for the first time.
- the board laid out a timeline for the
creation of a second house.

We’ve no less days to sing God’s praise
“
than when we’ve first begun. ~ Abbey Tennis
”

UUCC Founders, Board Members, and Housemates in April 2013
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“ Never felt so welcome with strangers. The food and sing-along was amazing! Thanks so much!

										
Super!
		Alleluia! 					Awesome night
Thank you so much for opening your home and hearts to us.

					
This is how the world should be.
- Beautiful experience 			My

one evening here was one of the most powerful experiences I’ve had.”
~ Visiting Youth

Financial Highlights
Vacancy
Our Vacancy rate for 2013 was below 1%. Over three years now, our
vacancy rate has started low and gotten lower. In the last two years,
we’ve had over 60 people apply for 5 openings in the house. We believe this can be attributed to high demand for communal living, as
well as the health of Lucy Stone in particular.
Surplus
UUCC brought in a surplus this year of $31,283. Our current reserves
total nearly $70,000. Most of these funds are designated for Operating
and Capital Improvements reserves.

Lucy Stone Housemate sAm
on a bike

Mission Based Growth
$24,043 of those current reserves are earmarked for “Mission-based
growth.” They will be used for expanding the capacity of the
organization, deepening programs and activites that fulfill our mission,
and the resources to support the purchase of future properties.
Refinancing
This past fall, the membership of UUCC voted to refinance our mortgage
loan with the Cooperative of Fund of New England. This freed up some
capital from our equity in the property and allowed us to take out an
additional $5,000 for kitchen renovations.

Easter Egg Hunt in the Park

It also provided an opportunity to lower our interest rate from 6.25%
to 5.25%.
Altogether, this means that our annual debt service will be reduced by
$3,601 each year.

A child shows off
Lucy Stone- grown tomatoes
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2013 Budget v. Actual
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Balance Sheet

as of December 31, 2013
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